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THOUGHT FOR THE DAY Be yourself, no matter what other people think, you were made the way 
you are for a reason. Besides, an original is always better than a copy.

Girl

IT’S RAINING AGAIN
Not just a song by Supertramp in the 70s (ask Hartley) but the station greeting in the morning. So to help 
us find out what is happening weather-wise we have re-introduced “The Weather Rock” which, unlike BBC 
weather, is 99% accurate. Using it is simple. Just follow these simple rules. If It’s wet then it’s raining. If it’s dry 
then it ISN”T raining. If you can’t see the rock then it is foggy - if you can then it’s clear. If it’’s swinging then 
it’s windy. If the rock is white then it has been snowing. If the rock has disappeared then there must’ve been a 
hurricane.

BOY

And yet more visitors
LBD Scouts were very proud to welcome to the Lochearnhead station a group of 30 Scouts and Guides from 
Luxembourg led by Leader in charge, Sebastian. They were seeking shelter from Scotlands changeable 
weather during their two week trek along both the West Way and Rob Roy Way. For many of the group it was 
their first time in sunny(?) Scotland but Sebastian actually only lives just down the road in Glasgow. This years 
trek started in Milngarvie and will terminate in Pitlochrie and follows many previous walks Sebastian has done 
all across Europe. Thank you Sebastian for dropping in on us and may you have a safe and hopefully drier 
journey.

They are backGreat Footwork

Jack “ My feet are wet”      Dylan “My feet are wet”
Revae “My feet are wet”      Freya “My feet are wet”
Ian “My feet are wet”     Richard “My feet are wet”

Goodie “Nope. Aren’t some people annoying”

Congrats to Cameron 
of Patrol F who earned 
them a Locodile point for 
this wonderful drawing he 
did of Josh at last nights 
evening entertainment 

BY USING ONLY HIS 
FEET!
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Tuesdays Activities

AND FINALLY remember that unless you’re specifically excused from ‘Evening Activities’ please return to 
the Dining Room after dinner/Patrol Briefings to take part. Also, don’t forget to complete your 
Patrols Scavenger Hunt & party piece before Friday in addition to the daily activities.

Max:- I thought that the swimming was fun however it 
 got cold quickly. I liked the fact that all the tiles 
 were heated.
Alfie:- When you jump in it makes a splash. The walls 
 were so hard that I had two attempts. I am 
 going to sleep well tonight.
Darcy:- Evelyn found a lost key. She was so,  so cool 
 and clever.
Evelyn:- I found the lost key at the swimming pool. It was 
 where I expected it to be at the bottom of the 
 pool. Then we went climbing. Lots of people  
 touched the top and went up the sloped part. 
 It was soooo fun!!
Edward:- It was a splashy experience.
Kacey:  The overhang was very hard but I managed to 
 climb to the top and I would do it again. It 
 was extremely fun.

Although it was raining the cycling was amazing and you 
got to see some really amazing views and going around the 
countryside was cool.
The hill was quite steep but going down was fun.
by Josh
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We sailed to the island and went to explore. There was a 
‘LOGODILE’ in the water which we tried to put in our boat 
but the Gummy Beavers in the Loch would find more use 
for it.

Charlie

 
It was fun but scary at times as we nearly capsized. We 
picked up speed on the last bit and watched the other boats 
behind us.

Molly

Welcome back to the station 
yesterday afternoon to the 
Explorers in both A and B 
Patrols from their 3 day 
hike, with a special mention 
to George Packham who, 
during the hike, assisted 
an injured colleague off the 
mountain, then returned 
back up the mountain and 
completed the hike with the 
rest of the hikers.


